
LOCATION

Fountain Park lies a short walk west of Edinburgh’s city centre. The scheme boasts 
a strong leisure mix, with a cinema, Nuffield health gym, casino, bowling alley and 
trampoline park all on the park.

Nearby operators include a selection of restaurants, bars and pubs such as Five 
Guys, Nando’s and Pizza Hut.

The unit lies between Volcano Falls Adventure Golf, a Nuffield Health and Heavenly 
Desserts.
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ACCOMMODATION

The unit is arranged over ground floor 
and comprises the following approximate 
Net Internal Area:

Ground Floor        2,500 sq ft

LEASE

A new lease for a term to be
agreed contracted outside the
LTA 1954.

RENT

£75,000 per annum exclusive.

RATES

To be assessed.

Interested parties are advised to make 
their own enquiries with the Local 
Authority.

SERVICE CHARGE

£10,952.16 per annum.

INSURANCE

£581.88 per annum.

LEGAL COSTS

Each party is to be responsible for their 
own legal costs and all other 
professional costs incurred in the 
transaction.

EPC

An EPC certificate is available on 
request.
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VIEWINGS

All appointments to view must be arranged via agents Bruce
Gillingham Pollard. Please contact:

Lucy Gardiner
07741 877 452
lucyg@brucegillinghampollard.com

Rob Barnes
07494 751 653
rob@brucegillinghampollard.com

1. No description or information given by Bruce Gillingham Pollard whether or not in 
these Particulars and whether written or verbal (“information”) about the property 
or its condition or its value may be relied upon as a statement or presentation or 
fact. Neither Bruce Gillingham Pollard (nor any joint agents) have any authority to 
make any representation and accordingly any information given is entirely without 
responsibility on the part of the agents of the seller(s) or lessor(s).

2. These Particulars do not constitute, nor constitute part of, an offer or contract, nor 
shall they merge in any offer or contract which may hereafter be made between the 
seller(s) or lessor(s) and the recipient of the information.

3. The photographs show only certain parts of the property at the time they were 
taken. Any areas, measurements of distances given are approximate only.

4. Any reference to alterations to, or use of any part of the property is not a 
statement that any necessary planning, building regulations or other consent has 
been obtained. These matters must be verified by any intending buyer(s) or 
lessee(s).

5. Any buyer(s) or lessee(s) must satisfy themselves by inspection or otherwise as to 
the correctness.

Bruce Gillingham Pollard is registered in England with registered no. 760004


